
SCP-4739 is a powerful, slow-acting antimemetic kill agent taking the appearance of a male 
Caucasian business executive calling itself "Alastair Grey". SCP-4739 is attracted to dense 
clusters of organically-stored information - essentially, extremely knowledgeable, complicated, 
interesting people.  

The object cannot move while within a direct line of sight. Line of sight must not be broken at 
any time with SCP-173. Personnel assigned to enter container are instructed to alert one 
another before blinking. 

SCP-3663 is currently located in what were formerly the Site-54 maintenance tunnels. To 
prevent demanifestation, no personnel are to be given access to the area, and efforts are to be 
taken to reduce the tunnels' moisture levels. 

It was you. It was me. It was everyone in the world. All connected, branching out. Who they 
were, who they will be. And the death of everything was there. The end. Dark. They let me see 
the edges. All the way. So dark.  

We create a robotic buffalo covered in "fur", padding, and sensors. We program it to act like a 
buffalo. We set it loose in a forest enclosure the size of two football fields. You and your buddies 
are given spears to "hunt" the robotic buffalo. Once you find the buffalo, If your spear punctures 
its padding with sufficient accuracy and force, you "kill" it. 

So then I said “bxjdkshdhskbsislahfjspql”, and then he said “ndosplwnwg0-28nsgaoq”! 

Qua ex re in pueritia nobilis inter aequales ferebatur clariusque exsplendescebat quam generosi 

“Why not one all-purpose blob? Did I ever tell you about the man who taught his asshole to talk? 
His abdomen would move up and down you dig farting out the words. It was unlike anything I 
had ever heard.” 

The XF-84H: "[Q]uite possibly the loudest aircraft ever built...the outer 24–30 inches of the 
blades on the XF-84H's propeller traveled faster than the speed of sound even at idle thrust, 
producing a continuous visible sonic boom that radiated laterally from the propellers for 
hundreds of yards." 

“Not splitting numbers / but joining Mind,” it said. Not facts or factors or factories / but contact 
with the abstract attractor that brings you back to me. Not to seek / but to find” 

“Chaos never comes from the Ministry of Chaos / nor void from the Ministry of Void. Time will 
decay us but time can be left blank / destroyed. With each Planck moment ever fit / to be 
eternally enjoyed” 

The 245th prime is 1,553.  
 



The 1,047th prime is 8,363 
 

If the doors of perception were cleansed every thing would appear to man as it is: Infinite. For 
man has closed himself up, till he sees all things through narrow chinks of his cavern 
 
Nebel began hypnotising Jones, and uncovered an alternate personality named "Arlene". Under 
hypnosis, Jones related a lengthy, elaborate account of her being trained in a CIA mind-control 
program, often at west coast colleges and universities. Jones and Nebel eventually recorded 
hundreds of hours of these hypnotic sessions. 
 
The Flat Earth Society primarily concerns itself with the known Earth - the area which the light 
from the sun affects. Along the edge of our local area exists a massive 150 foot Ice Wall. The 
150 foot Ice Wall is on the coast of Antarctica.  
 
STEP ONE: Sqwinch your body. Now I will tell you exactly how to sqwinch. First squeeze your 
eyes and try to make them so so tiny. Have you ever tried to make your eyes disappear? Try it 
now. Next sqwinch your hands. Try to make your hand disappear. So small and squashed. 
Finger by finger try to disappear your hand. 
 
Socks are symbols of security. They squeeze hold protect like a parent or a soft body guard for 
your foot. Do you fe e l your toes tight aga inst each othe r?  
 
STEP THREE: Embodied embarrassment. Feel shame slither down your cheeks red and hot. 
Sweat your armpits. Next look around and perform a nervous face. Keep this face on for 30 
seconds. You are good at being embarrassed. 


